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 Meeting minutes can also be used as a benchmark for whether the meeting 

objectives have been achieved or not. Minutes are taken during the meeting 

until the end of the meeting, which contain essential points from the 

meeting. Minutes in online meetings are currently still done manually, and 

generally, every meeting is recorded as documentation that requires more 

human resources to change the recording of the meeting file. Based on the 

problems above, a solution to this problem is needed by creating an 

automatic note-taking system that can assist the note-takers in concluding 

the meeting, especially in the Information Technology Department. This 

study uses the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) method to determine text 

summarization and topic modeling. Based on this research, the system 

calculation using the LDA method produces a pretty good accuracy value for 

text summarization of 57.91% and topic modeling with a coherence score of 

64.56%. Based on this research, the implementation of the latent Dirichlet 

allocation method for text summarization and topic modeling provides a 

fairly good level of similarity accuracy when compared to the minutes that 

are written manually and can be implemented in the Information Technology 

Department. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The minutes of a meeting serves several goals, including the following: recording the decisions that 

were taken at the meeting; tracking the progress that has been made on action items; providing a reference for 

subsequent meetings; and providing documentation in the event of a legal dispute. According to the findings 

of a study that was conducted and published in 2020 by Kosmin and Robert [1], the most essential 

components of meeting minutes are the date and time of the meeting, the names of those who attended the 

meeting, the decisions that were reached, and the action items that were given. The findings of the paper also 

indicated that it is critical to maintain brevity and focus on the main points being discussed in each meeting's 

minutes. Meeting minutes have been proven to be an effective technique to enhance the overall quality of 

meetings, according to the findings of another piece of study that was released in 2021. This piece of research 

was conducted by Changpueng and Patpong [2]. According to the findings of the paper, keeping minutes of 

meetings may be a useful tool for ensuring that all participants have the same understanding of the topic at 

hand, that decisions are reached in a timely way, and that action items are monitored and performed. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Because to the emergence of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19), organization has been compelled 

to make adjustments and look for ways to continue its operations in order to conform to the circumstances 

that are now in place. E-conferences have had to take the place of traditionally in-person meetings in order to 

support measures implemented by the government to assist in containing the spread of the COVID-19 virus, 

particularly in Indonesia [3]. Organizations that first felt driven to conduct meetings online have seen several 

advantages as a result of doing so, some of which are as follows: online meetings can save businesses a 

significant amount of money on travel costs, accommodation, and food, allow people to participate from 

anywhere with an internet connection, easier for people with disabilities to participate in meetings, can help 

to improve productivity by reducing the amount of time that is wasted on travel and preparation, and easier 

for people to collaborate on projects [4]. 

The realization of the potential advantages of having meetings virtually has resulted in the 

emergence of several previously unanticipated challenges, one of which is the challenge of accurately 

recording meeting minutes. Consequently, we want an online meeting minute’s system that is both automated 

and capable of concurrently overcoming some of the issues that are associated with manually recording 

online meeting minutes. These issues include the following: the practice of holding an increased number of 

meetings inside a corporation, manually creating meeting minutes can be a time-consuming task, manually 

created meeting minutes can be inaccurate, and manually created meeting minutes can be inconsistent [5]. 

Several previous studies discussing automatic online meeting minutes are as follows: Pandya and 

Gawande's research in 2022 [6] states that automated minute book creation (AMBOC) model, bidirectional 

and auto-regressive transformers (BART) summarizer, hierarchical meeting summarization network 

(HMNet) model, multi sentence compression graph (MSCG) are employed for detecting useful and 

informative action items from audio files, Khodake et al. research in 2023 [7] states that a system to get 

fluent, concise, and adequate minutes of meeting from a given transcript achieves eval_rouge1 score of 47.39 

and eval_loss of 1.56 for summarization tasks, research by Koay et al. in 2021 [5] states that a neural 

abstractive summarizer navigates through the raw transcript to find salient content in meeting minutes, 

research by Shah and Jain in 2023 [8] states that employees often miss crucial points due to the time-

consuming and dull task of taking meeting minutes, resulting in wasted resources exceeding 37 billion 

dollars. To address this, an automated approach using deep learning methods is proposed. It aims to extract 

key information from discussions, identify speakers with MFCC, convert audio to text using deep neural 

network (DNN), and summarize meeting transcripts into condensed minutes using Transformers. This 

method optimizes productivity, improves communication, and utilizes accessible technical advancements, 

research by Chen et al. in 2021 [9] state that Yanji is an automated system for generating meeting minutes 

based on speech and speaker recognition, research by Shinde et al. in 2021 [10] state that a BART model 

trained on the SAMSum dialogue summarization dataset summarized meeting transcripts, research by 

Yamaguchi et al. in 2021 [11] state that a reference-free approach for automatic minuting achieve the best 

adequacy score among all submissions, research by Sharma et al. in 2021 [12] state that a pipeline-based 

system can provide a set of sentences from any given transcript that can best describe it based on selected 

features and heuristic evaluation metrics, research by Liu et al. in 2020 [13] state that focus on designing and 

implementing SmartMeeting, an intelligent system for generating meeting minutes from meeting audio data 

and by comparing and evaluating different baseline algorithms on real-world audio meeting datasets, 

experiments have proven that SmartMeeting can accurately summarize meetings and analyze agreed actions. 

Research by Garg and Singh in 2021 [14] state that automating minuting is considered one of the most 

challenging tasks in natural language processing and sequence-to-sequence transformation. Research by 

Miura et al. in 2020 [15] state that this research leads to the development of a system that generates minutes 

by using repeated questions and answers between a user and the system. The aim of the research is to provide 

the user with an interactive analysis of meeting records, with a specific purpose or viewpoint. Research by 

Williams and Haddow in 2021 [16] state that developed an English-language minuting system for task a that 

combines BERT-based extractive summarization with logistic regression-based filtering and rule-based pre- 

and post-processing steps. In the human evaluation, our system averaged scores of 2.1 on adequacy, 3.9 on 

grammatical correctness, and 3.3 on fluency. Research by Kosmin and Roberts in 2020 [17] state that 

Directors of a public listed company should ensure their concerns are recorded in the board minutes if they 

cannot be resolved. Research by Sheikhi et al. in 2022 [18] state that SmartMinutes improves current 

practices related to the meeting minutes process by providing automation in areas where possible. Research 

by Doan et al. in 2020 [19] state that deep learning, generative adversarial networks (GANs), and 

transformers were used to build a tool for automatic generation of meeting minutes. Research by Kimura and 

Ito in 2020 [20] state that this research would like to solve this problem by realizing an automatic cue system 

to encourage the attendance of a meeting to mention their idea. The result of the experiment of the proposed 

system shows that the imbalance of the number of the speech was solved, and all attendances of the meeting 

could present their idea and opinion. Based on several previous studies, in this study we will propose an 
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automatic note taking using the natural language processing technique using the latent Dirichlet allocation 

method because some of the available programming libraries only provide processing using English word 

data, so it needs to be tested in Indonesian language data to see if it gets a score optimal accuracy. 

 

 

2. METHOD 

In completing the research, the stages of cross industry standard process for data mining (CRISP-

DM) were adopted because several previous studies indicated that the CRISP-DM stages were very suitable 

as a stage of research because they focused on data processing to obtain an optimal model and then carried 

out prototyping [21]–[25]. The entire stage consists of 6 stages, namely: business understanding, data 

understanding, data preparation, modeling, evaluation, and deployment.  

 

2.1.  Business understanding 

This stage focuses on exploring the problems that will be discussed in research by conducting 

interviews and observations at research sites. We determined the place of research to be the Malang State 

Polytechnic majoring in information technology. Where, we made observations of the entire implementation 

of online meetings that had been carried out and we found the fact that the number of stored online meeting 

video recordings was not accompanied by meeting minutes, so we investigated further by conducting 

interviews with the person responsible for making minutes for each online meeting activity implemented. 

From this person, we found the fact that the person was unable to take minutes while attending an ongoing 

online meeting. If you make minutes outside of carrying out an online meeting, minutes will be taken based 

on that person's perception. Based on the results of interviews and observations that have been carried out by 

the Information Technology Department, it is very necessary to make automatic minutes as a solution to 

fulfill the presence of minutes in every online meeting that is held. 

 

2.2.  Data understanding 

After knowing the subject matter of the research from the previous stages, a few data samples were 

taken to serve as examples and descriptions of what data would be processed in the next stage and 

understanding and confirmation were carried out from the research site. The initial data obtained is in the 

form of video recordings of online meetings using the zoom application with an average meeting duration of 

2 hours with videos in mp4 format. After an in-depth study of the video data, it was discovered that for each 

video recording of online meetings there is a pattern where the video is divided into 3 parts, opening, holding 

the meeting, and closing the meeting. In the opening part, meeting participants do not discuss the main issues 

to be discussed but greet one another. The second part is the core part of the online meeting video recording, 

and the third is the closing where the participants greet each other and close the online meeting application. 

 

2.3.  Data preparation 

At this stage, the focus is on preparing the initial data that has been obtained in the previous stage so 

that it has the same format to be used in the next stage. Video recording data for online meetings is cut so that 

each video data is part of the contents of the online meeting which is done by opening the video one by one 

and cutting using existing tools. Because the python library used is the Google Speech-to-Text API which 

can only process data in the form of voice, then each video that has been cut will be formatted using existing 

tools to become voice data in the wav format. After each video data has been turned into several voice data, 

the text is taken from each speech of each online meeting participant by using the online Google Speech-to-

Text service and the text that has been obtained is collected. 

 

2.4.  Modelling 

Furthermore, this stage focuses on implementing several computational algorithms to find which 

algorithm is the most optimal by using the data prepared in the previous stage. At this stage, two algorithms 

are used, namely topic modeling and text summarization, both of which use the latent Dirichlet allocation 

method. The entire framework in the modeling stage is shown in Figure 1.  

The text obtained from the previous stage will be processed in the topic modeling and text 

summarization algorithms. Based on the characteristics of the topic modeling, the text will be carried out in 

the preprocessing text stage, but in implementing text summarization it does not require the preprocessing 

text stage. The topic modeling algorithm will get the topic of discussion from online meeting participants 

which aims to help the note taker to imagine his perceptions. Whereas in text summarization the note taker 

will receive the summary results of the conversation. Topic modeling calculations are contained in formula 

(1) where K is the number of topics, D is the document index and α is the Dirichlet parameter. As for the 

calculation of text summarization contained in formula 2 where 𝑃(𝑆𝑟|𝑇𝑘) is the probability of the 𝑟𝑡ℎ 
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sentence on topic k, 𝑃(𝑊𝑖│𝑇𝑘) is the probability of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ word on topic k, 𝑃(𝑇𝑘  |𝐷𝑚) is the probability of 

the 𝑘𝑡ℎ topic in m document and length (𝑆𝑟) is the number of words in the sentence. 

 
∑ 𝑘,𝑑+ 𝛼𝑘

∑ 𝑛𝑑,𝑖+𝛼𝑖
𝐾
𝑖

 (1) 

 

𝑃(𝑆𝑟|𝑇𝑘) =  
∑ 𝑃𝑊𝑖𝜖 𝑆𝑟 (𝑊𝑖|𝑇𝑘)∗𝑃(𝑇𝑘 | 𝐷𝑚)

𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑆𝑟)
 (2) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Framework in the modeling stage 

 

 

2.5.  Evaluation 

At this stage the focus is on measuring the accuracy of each algorithm used so that the most optimal 

algorithm is obtained so that it is used for the deployment stage. In topic modeling, accuracy measurement 

will be carried out using the coherence score which refers to the relationship between one text and another 

text to form a coherent whole. Whereas in text summarization, the results of implementing text 

summarization will be calculated for its similarity with existing minutes using the vector space model so that 

it is known whether the resulting summary results still have a high level of similarity with the existing 

minutes. If you get a high similarity value, it will be better or vice versa. 

 

2.6.  Deployment 

Furthermore, this stage aims to build a prototype of the proposed solution by building a simple 

application that is equipped with a text data input feature, the process of using a more optimal comparison 

results algorithm, and the expected output display can be formatted according to the rules for making 

predetermined meeting minutes by the Department of Information Technology. Later, on the prototype that 

has been formed, system functionality testing will be carried out to find out that each feature that is made 

functions properly and can be used by users. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Testing the accuracy of the system is the testing phase carried out to find out the similarities of the 

results of the minutes that are generated automatically and the minutes manually. The process of calculating 

the accuracy of the similarity between the two documents is calculated using cosine similarity. The results of 

the calculation of cosine similarity can be seen in the Table 1. 

In the experiment carried out, 4 video recording data of online meetings were used with file names 

as shown in Table 1 as well as minutes that have been previously prepared by the maker of the minutes of the 

meeting. Each video is 2 hours long and the audio to text conversion results produces more than 1,000 words. 

Words from the results of text summarization and minutes that are made manually will be processed using 

the vector space model which contains the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) algorithm 

and cosine similarity so that the degree of similarity between the two documents will be obtained with an 
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average of 57.91% which is not a good similarity value. The weakness of the experiment that has been 

carried out is that the use of words in manual meeting minutes is the result of the perception of the meeting 

minutes maker so that many words are not similar the words issued by online meeting participants but still 

have the same meaning and the number of words produced by text summarization is more than the words in 

manual meeting minutes because they are written in a short point to point way instead of in paragraph form.  

 

 

Table 1. Similarity score text summarization result and manual minute of meeting 
No File name Similarity score 
1 Automatic: minutes of 26 oct Curriculum FGD with Pak Salies and Pak Go Frendi 63.44% 

Manual: DuDi Curriculum FGD Minutes 26102020 
2 Automatic: DuDi Curriculum FGD Minutes – 23102020 59.18% 

Manual: DuDi Curriculum FGD Minutes – 23102020 
3 Automatic: FGD Minutes with DuDi – 19112020 58.07% 

Manual: FGD Minutes with DuDi – 19112020 
4 Automatic: DuDi Curriculum Evaluation FGD 21 Oct _ 30 Nov 50.95% 

Manual: DuDi Curriculum Evaluation FGD 21 Oct _ 30 Nov 
Average of Similarity Score 57.91% 

 

 

Meanwhile, Table 2 shows the results of the coherence score from the use of the topic modeling 

algorithm with an average of 64.56%. With these results, it can be concluded that the topic modeling 

algorithm also gets a bad value because during the modeling process of topics from other sources are not 

much contained in conversations between online meeting participants so that the results obtained from each 

video are only 5 topics but the words in it have loops such as the results of calculating the frequency of 

occurrence of words in sentences.  

 

 

Table 2. Coherence score result of topic modelling 
No File meeting Coherence score 

1 Minutes of 26 oct curriculum FGD with Pak Salies and Pak Go Frendi 56.38% 

2 DuDi Curriculum FGD Minutes – 23102020 68.51% 

3 Minutes of FGD with DuDi – 19112020 71.93% 

4 DuDi Curriculum Evaluation FGD 21 Oct _ 30 Nov 61.43% 
Average coherence score topic modelling 64.56% 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The use of online meeting applications that started from the implementation due to the spread of the 

corona virus but with many benefits obtained by the organization, it became the main choice in carrying out 

meetings so that it had an impact with the number of online meetings that increased but was not followed by 

an increase in the number of meeting minutes that could be arranged in a short time so that an application 

was needed that could make meeting minutes faster than taking minutes meeting manually by meeting 

minutes maker. The solution offered in this article has been experimented using two different algorithms with 

the results on the text summarization algorithm having an accuracy of 57.91% while the topic modeling 

algorithm gets a coherence value of 64.56% 
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